RSA HOUSE

Hybrid and Streaming Packages

Let us help you to connect and engage with your audience, physically and virtually, with a range of web streaming packages

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH RADIANCE PRODUCTIONS
Hybrid and Streaming Packages

**BRONZE**
£2,160
A professional option at a competitive price, allowing you to deliver something you can be proud of.

Package includes:
- Pre-production assistance
- 3 x HD cameras
- 1 x Mac or PC laptop (so that graphics can be incorporated in the presentation)
- 2 x broadcast quality radio microphones (so that presenters can be heard as well as seen)
- The online delivery of a recording of the event
- 2 x video technicians
- Transport

**SILVER**
£2,880
For events with dynamic presenters who have the intensity to deliver the message.

As well as everything included in the Bronze option, the Silver package includes:
- A manned camera in the room to allow for tracking shots
- 2 additional radio microphones (allowing for up to 4 presenters)

**GOLD**
£4,200
This is the best option for debates, presentations that require interaction between the presenters, and those looking to leave the longest lasting impression on their viewers.

As well as everything included in the Silver option, the Gold package includes:
- A second manned camera in the room leading towards a more 'tv style' presentation
- Dedicated graphics operator
- Basic editing including the trimming out of sound bites for social media or similar

All prices exclude vat
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EXPANSION TO OTHER ROOMS
£1,080
(only valid with the Bronze, Silver and Gold Packages)

Due to the streaming nature of these events, viewing from other rooms is possible by connecting to the stream, however if interaction is needed additional equipment will be required.

This allows for a two-way conversation between a single person in another room at RSA House whilst the presenters and audience are in the main room.

It's possible for the audience to see the presenter, but the presenter can only hear the main room and not see it (this avoids the presenter seeing themselves talking with a delay).

It’s recommended for reasons of latency that no audience members are in the room with the remote presenter.

POLLING & ONLINE AUDIENCE INTERACTION
£POA
Interaction can be key with any event, and moving it online shouldn't be an obstacle.

Any of the packages can be upgraded to allow questions from the audience, our preferred platform for this allows for questions to be moderated and then displayed to the viewers, host and presenter.

It’s also possible to take questions via video calls (Skype, Zoom or similar).

AUDIO
PA System £240
Required when there is an audience and the event is hybrid.

Additional Radio Microphones £72
For additional presenters or audience questions.

Transcription £1.50
(per spoken minute)

LIGHTING
Uplighting £216 per box of 6
We can advise on the number required per room.

Logo Projection POA

VIDEO
Comfort Monitors £120
43 inch monitors on stands or in hides. These allow presenters to present without turning their backs on the audience.

Autocue bespoke pricing from £1,140
For the basic lectern system, including variable height glass.
The RSA House team is on hand to take your enquiries and to help answer any questions, please get in touch.

We look forward to seeing you soon!